
 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Question: With whom will my child be working? Will they be supported directly by 
Dr. Shemmassian, or by someone else? 

Answer: Your child will be supported by a team of two consultants: Dr. Shemmassian and 
one other team member. By working with a team of two, we can ensure the following: 
 

 Your child’s essays receive multiple pairs of eyes, if necessary, to reduce bias from a 
single reviewer 

 Your child’s work is turned around in a timely manner  

 Your child can receive guidance from multiple experienced professionals  

 

Question: Who are the admissions consultants on your team? 

Answer: Every consultant on our team has personally achieved significant admissions 
success and has years of experience helping others do the same, before they ever join our 
team. Our Founder, Dr. Shirag Shemmassian, personally reviews every candidate’s 
credentials, interviews them to assess their interpersonal warmth and fit with our culture, 
and evaluates the quality of their work through sample admissions essay edits. 

 

Question: Do you offer payment plans? If so, how do they work? 

Answer: We offer payment plans for all services exceeding an investment of $1,499. 
Services with investments between $1,500 and $3,999 can be paid for in up to two 
installments, whereas services with investments exceeding $4,000 can be paid for in up to 
three installments. The second installment is due one month after the first installment, and 
the third installment is due one month after the second installment. 

 

Question: Do your application plans include scholarship essay support? 

Answer: Our application plans include support with admissions essays only. However, 
many admissions essays can be effectively recycled for scholarship applications. In the 
event that your child’s admissions essays cannot be recycled to fit scholarship application 
prompts, we can add scholarship essay support to your child’s service plan at a discounted 
investment for being a returning student. 

 

Question: Have you supported students with XYZ grades and test scores? 

Answer: With over a decade of experience helping hundreds of students get into America’s 
best schools, we have supported students with pretty much every academic profile. Based 



on your child’s grades, test scores, and educational interests and goals, we will suggest 
specific approaches to take during the application process to maximize their admissions 
odds, and we will recommend programs that are likely to be a great fit for your child. 

 

Question: Do you write original essays for students? 

Answer: We pride ourselves on providing comprehensive admissions support, but we do 
not write application essays, in part or in full. We believe doing so would be unethical.  
 

Question: Can we meet in person? 

Answer: Our consultants live in different cities across America and primarily support 
students remotely (i.e., mostly by email and phone). However, our consultants may be open 
to an initial in-person meeting, depending on their schedule and preferred location. 
Nevertheless, in-person meetings are not guaranteed. 

 

Question: What happens after we sign up for services? 

Answer: Once you submit payment, our website will automatically notify Dr. Shemmassian, 
who will send your child an official kickoff email detailing the next steps in their support 
process. If you’ve purchased a service plan, Dr. Shemmassian will ask your child to send 
their availability for an initial call, during which we’ll discuss how we can best support your 
child, develop a game plan for their application process, and begin brainstorming your 
child’s essay(s). 


